Evaluation of IT value is challenging due to the complex nature of IT impacts and multifaceted interpretations of value. We introduce a conceptual framework for tackling the complexity of IT value evaluation within the scope of a single company. Our study applies design science research with analysis of experiences from five cases. The conceptual framework covers perspectives: 1) analysis levels for varying stakeholder views on value, 2) valuing logics for different interpretations of value, and 3) evaluation views for understanding systemic value. Together these perspectives create a basis for evaluating and communicating multifaceted IT value, and help to understand what kind of specific value information can serve the needs of IT-related decision making.
Introduction
Today information technology (IT) is a prevalent subject of decision-making in companies, as more and more development and investment initiatives include specific IT elements, either in an enabling or supporting role. IT evaluation supports decision-making by establishing the value or contribution made by a particular IT investment (Andresen, 2001) . IT evaluation aims to understand the IT impacts towards the investment goals, and IT value is a concept for explicating these impacts in a useful way for decision making.
However, evaluation of IT value is a challenging task (Melville et al., 2004; Barclay, 2008) . There are two tightly coupled sides in this challenge: 1) describing and understanding IT impacts in a business system, and 2) multifaceted interpretations and meanings of value. Together these sides and especially their intersectionjudging the goodness i.e. valuing of IT impactsforms our research problem. When approaching this problem from the IT impacts' perspective, the current literature recognises issues like multilevel goals and broad impacts of IT, intangible and delayed impacts, numerous complementary factors affecting the impacts, and indirect attributability of economic paybacks (Devaraj and Kohli, 2000; Stockdale and Standing, 2006; Marthandan and Tang, 2010) . Despite the extensive research on evaluation principles and conceptualisations (e.g. Gunasekaran et al., 2006; Urbach et al., 2009) , the theoretical basis is scattered and complex to utilise for the purposes of practical evaluation solutions (Melville et al., 2004; Chaysin et al., 2016) .
The other side of the problemthe concept of valueis something that has intrigued philosophers, researchers and practitioners for more than two millennia (Ng and Smith, 2012) , but still it remains a fertile ground for misinterpretations and overloaded meanings. The conceptual field can be overwhelming, as value is defined for example, either as a synonym for a utility or benefit towards goals (Ragowsky et al., 1996; Ramirez, 1999) , as a relation of utility and costs (Walters and Lancaster, 1999) , or business value of IT as an umbrella term for the contribution of IT to company performance Tallon et al., 2000) . In addition to utilitarian views, also phenomenal and hedonic value foundations are applied especially on an individual level of analysis (e.g. Kujala and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 2009 ).
Within the IT/IS field, IT value is approached from multiple levels of analysis, for example, whether and how much IT affects productivity or performance in organisational, industry or national levels (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1998; Barua et al., 1995; Dedrick et al., 2003) . Within our scope of analysis, on a level of an individual company evaluating the value of a specific IT system, it is widely agreed that traditional financial measures alone are problematic for valuing modern IT (e.g. Martinssons et al., 1999; Marthandan and Tang, 2010) . It seems that integrative and multilevel evaluation is required for understanding IT impacts (Seddon et al., 1999; Melville et al., 2004) , but the corresponding holistic value conceptualisation is missing.
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the complex phenomenon of IT value evaluation by answering the research question "How to conceptualise IT value for evaluation purposes within a business system?". The business system is a socio-technical whole covering the company purpose, goals, organisation, processes, people and technology. IT -as a target for evaluation and investment decisions -covers a specific IT system and its usage as an element of the business system.
We propose a conceptual framework (from here on referred to as Conceptual Framework) for understanding the valuing of IT. During the overall evaluation process, Conceptual Framework should facilitate shared comprehension of different but complementary meanings of value and its evaluation between stakeholders. Stakeholders include the performers and facilitators of the evaluation, those who use the results of the evaluation and all actors providing value perceptions or other information for the evaluation. The mutual understanding of IT value concept should help focus evaluation activities, selecting evaluation methods and operationalising value constructs as feasible measures.
Conceptual Framework applies widely recognised principles of multilevel analysis (Seddon et al., 1999; Davern and Kauffman, 2000; Chan, 2000) , balanced view on business system performance (Martinssons et al., 1999; Marthandan and Tang, 2010) , and the lifecycle view on IT evaluation (Willcocks and Lester, 1996; Davern and Kauffman, 2000) . A systemic approach with systems thinking (e.g. Gharajedaghi, 2011; Meadows, 2008) as an underlying philosophy is utilised for integrating the multilevel and multiperspective system inquiries. The value concept is applied from value creation and value determination perspectives (Gummerus, 2011) , ensuring that the evaluation covers both the mechanisms affecting value and the outcomes of those value creating mechanisms.
Conceptual Framework has empirical roots in an industrial-research joint project. The project applied a design science approach (Hevner et al., 2004; Wieringa, 2014) in five case companies for creating Systemic Evaluation Approach. During the solution design and testing, it was realised that the meaning of value in practice was very much a 'moving target'. All of the five cases shared the same driver for the evaluation: to understand the value of a specific IT system, in order to make value-based decisions about the future of the system. However, despite the common ground, the cases had diversified interpretations of value and different requirements for the content and form of useful value information. This observation from the practicetogether with the scattered methodological basis mentioned in evaluation literaturemotivated the formulation of Conceptual Framework as presented in this paper.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents related literature to our research problem, motivates and introduces the design goals for Conceptual Framework. Section 3 introduces the research setup and the assessment criterion for our contribution. Section 4 introduces Conceptual Framework in detail, Section 5 demonstrates how the constructs of Conceptual Framework appeared in our five study cases, and Section 6 evaluates Conceptual Framework against the assessment criterion. The paper is concluded by discussion and conclusions is Sections 7 and 8.
Background
In order to design a solution to a problem, the first thing is to understand the problem itself. This paper is dedicated for understanding the problem, namely the complex phenomenon of studying IT impacts and valuing those impacts. Our objective is to synthesise a conceptual framework that structures and characterises the phenomenon of IT value evaluation. This study is not about "how to evaluate?", in a sense of tasks and methods. Instead, this study is about "how to conceptualise the phenomenon we are going to evaluate?". The knowledge generalised into Conceptual Framework should frame the actual evaluation activities in a specific evaluation context. Table 1 Challenges in IT value evaluation (applied from Töhönen et al., 2015) .
Origin of challenges Description
Focus of IT Wide spectrum of possible purposes of IT Nature of business system Socio In the next chapters we present a brief background of IT evaluation challenges, varying approaches in evaluation solutions and diverse conceptualisations of value. We also shortly introduce the basics of systems thinking, as various systemic approaches are emerging in recent IT evaluation research and we aim to support this trend with Conceptual Framework. The literature review both motivates and gives the basis for the design goals of Conceptual Framework.
IT evaluationchallenges and solutions
The benefits and value of IT have been studied for decades (Hamilton and Chervany, 1981; Barua et al., 1995) but it is still a current and interesting topic (Melville et al., 2004; Chaysin et al., 2016) . IT evaluation can be defined as a series of activities aimed at establishing the value or contribution made by a particular IT investment (Andresen, 2001, p. 7) . IT evaluation is a complex undertaking in which the outcomes depend on various interrelated but incommensurable factors, and the diverse implications of IT are judged differently by different stakeholders (Klecun and Cornford, 2005) . Several studies elaborate the nature and challenges of IT evaluation, for example Melville et al. (2004) , Davern and Wilkin (2010) , Marthandan and Tang (2010) among others. The recent paper of Töhönen et al. (2015) reviews IT/IS evaluation literature and categorises the challenges into ten issues ( Table 1) .
The challenges, especially the category 'Maturity of methods and theories', cover also to the issue of the definition of value. The unclarity of the value concept complicates the selection of IT evaluation solutions.
Despite the challenges, many principles for IT evaluation are widely agreed in literature. For example, value measurements should cover multiple organisational levels and utilise both qualitative and quantitative measures (Davern and Wilkin, 2010) . Marthandan and Tang (2010) stress the importance of evaluation scope: identified stakeholder perspectives, clarified evaluation objectives and constraints, and recognised IT focus and use.
Plenty of research is devoted to frameworks and models defining generic structures and causalities of IT impacts, effectiveness, efficiency or success (e.g. Grover et al., 1996; Delone and McLean, 2003; Sugumaran and Arogyaswamy, 2003; Gable et al., 2008) . IT related benefit and/or cost classifications and typologies can be used as a checklist in planning evaluation activities. Example classifications are cost taxonomies (Irani et al., 2006) , benefit classifications (Simmons, 1996) , IT type specific benefits (Gregor et al., 2006) and social subsystem benefits and costs in IT investments (Ryan and Harrison, 2000) .
Above mentioned solution principles, constructs and checklists are not sufficient alone in practice, and therefore, guidelines for the execution of evaluation have been presented. For example, Stockdale and Standing (2006) guide evaluation process planning with their holistic CCP (Content, Context, Process) evaluation framework. Peppard et al. (2007) provide Benefits Dependency Network for linking IT enablers with business changes and investment objectives. Balanced scorecard based IS assessment frameworks (Martinssons et al., 1999; Bajaj et al., 2008) are examples for measuring and evaluating IT from multiple perspectives. However, BSD is suitable for relative and continuous performance monitoring of IT function, its processes and projects (De Haes and Van Grembergen, 2015, p. 80 ), instead of measuring or valuing individual IT systems.
Basics for systemic evaluation
During the last decades systemic approaches has received an increasing interest from several directions, including IS research (e.g. Tona and Carlsson, 2013; Burton-Jones et al., 2015; Ceric, 2015) and evaluation research in general (e.g. Midgley, 2006; Cabrera et al., 2008; Gates, 2016) . On a practical level, system dynamics (SD) is one possible methodology for modelling, learning and simulating complex dynamic systems, and its potential is also acknowledged within IS research (e.g. Clark and Augustine, 1992; Wolstenholme, 1999; Georgantzas and Katsamakas, 2008) .
We use 'systemic approach' as an overarching term to characterise the underlying philosophy applied in our efforts for valuing IT. The systemic approach relies on systems thinking. Within a generic problem-solving context, systems thinking stresses the significance of interdependencies of things and provides a means to cope with the complexity caused by this interconnectedness (Senge, 1990, p. 68; Sterman, 2000, p. 4) . As systems thinking itself is a pluralist concept with varying emphasis and levels of abstractions (e.g. SOSM -System of Systems Methodologies, Jackson, 2006, p. 18) , we introduce relevant aspects of systems thinking for our purposes of holistic inquiry about value.
System definition and business system
Many of the systemic characteristics are directly related to the definition of a system. A system is, as defined by Meadows (2008, p. 188) : "A set of elements or parts that is coherently organized and interconnected in a pattern or structure that produces a characteristic set of behaviours, often classified as its 'function' or 'purpose'". Interconnections between the system parts are the central factor in diverse system definitions within the systems literature (Backlund, 2000) .
System boundaries scope and focus systemic inquiries. A system, as a reflection (or a model) of its real-world subject, is always an abstraction. The use of system models -or the needs for systemic understanding in general -define the system boundaries and affect the required level of details in the models (Kim, 1992; Sterman, 2000, p. 98) . Both the purpose and the boundaries of a system are dependent on observer's viewpoints.
In this paper we are interested in a business system, which is an abstraction for a focal company enclosing a specific IT system under evaluation. A business system can be seen as a socio-technical system, consisting of technology, people, resources and processes (Ryan and Harrison, 2000; Palvia et al., 2001) . The boundaries of a business systemwith its elements and their interconnectionsdefine the playground for investigating how a specific IT system contributes to the business system's purpose.
Systemic characteristics
An open system has an environment. A system boundary is between the system and its environment, and an open system is in interaction with its environment (Ackoff, 1971) . System elements interacting with each other create the behaviour of the system. Systemic behaviour is easy to perceive as counterintuitive. Causes and effects are commonly separated by time and space; there are delays and multiple levels of causes and effects, and because of circular connections (i.e. feedbacks or closed-loops) cause and effect can replace one another (Gharajedaghi, 2011, p. 48) . System state at a moment of time is a snapshot of system behaviour, and the state represents the relevant properties which that system has at that time (Ackoff, 1971) .
The concept of emergent property is central in systems thinking. A system's behaviour cannot be defined as the sum of the actions of its parts, but the behaviour is a product of interactions where parts together create the dynamic nature of the system (Gharajedaghi, 2011, p. 45) . IT/IS research has identified many kinds of complementary or value-conversion contingency factors (e.g. Lee, 2001; Gregor et al., 2006) which together affect how well IT succeeds or creates value. Indeed, IT has no inherent value and is not used in a vacuum (Peppard et al., 2007) . To phrase this same issue in a system's language: the success and/or value of IT is an emergent property of a system. Value is created through the synergy of IT and other system elements.
Value and valuing approaches
Value is a multifaceted concept with roots traceable to the beginning of Western philosophy (Ng and Smith, 2012) . Regardless of its long philosophical history, value is still a vague and inconsistently used term (Bengtsson, 2004) .
Modern philosophical foundations for value studies are distilled under the discipline of axiology. Traditional axiology is interested in understanding and explaining goodness: what things are good, how good they are, and how their goodness is related to one another (Schroeder, 2008) . Many axiological questions are embedded as a background in modern economic and management research disciplines. For example, the questions 'why something is good' and 'is this goodness existing as an objective state of the world, or is it a subjective state of mind', have strongly affected the evolution of value definitions in marketing research (e.g. customer value dimensions by Holbrook (1994) and service-dominant logic by Lusch (2004, 2008) ). Why something is good is related to the debate over intrinsic and instrumental (or extrinsic) value. If something is intrinsically valuable, its value is in virtue of its intrinsic properties -it is valuable as-is (Schroeder, 2008) . The chain of justification follows instrumental value leading to another valuable thing (Bengtsson, 2004) , and only the system boundaries of our investigations can eventually set the end point.
Regarding the other central question about objective/subjective value, the historical atomistic view sees value as the essence of an object, while the modern phenomenal view argues that value is always created or experienced between subject and object. Phenomenal value is emergent and created as a result of interactions of subject and object in a dynamic context (Ng and Smith, 2012) .
Multidisciplinary value approaches
Next we introduce different interpretations or logics for defining the concept of value. For our research, they provide the necessary elements for defining the systemic understanding of value.
Value in exchange. Traditional economic approaches consider value in the context of exchange between supplier and customer: an object's value stems from the utilities or satisfactories the object provides for the customer, and this value is represented by the price the consumer is willing to pay (Richins, 1994) . According to this view, value is related to utility and to the power of exchanging this utility with other utilities. In marketing research, this value is called as value-in-exchange -"value-inexchange is the negotiated evaluation that buyers and sellers offer and receive among themselves." (Kowalkowski, 2011) .
Value in use. Recent service management and marketing research, especially the service-dominant logic initiative, have emphasised the importance of value-in-use concept. Where value-in-exchange attaches value to an offering or a service, valuein-use lies in the use situations and experiences as perceived by the beneficiary. Value-in-use is phenomenal, experiential, contextual, and laden with meaning (Vargo and Lusch, 2008) . Within sustainable business relationships between a supplier and a consumer, value-in-exchange is only possible if value-in-use is created (Grönroos, 2008) . Value as experience includes both hedonic and utilitarian value (Gummerus, 2011, p. 25) .
Net value. Value-in-exchange and value-in-use are abstract concepts aiding to understand the essence of customer value and value creation in general. The net value approach is a practical and well-known conceptualisation for value, and its main principle is familiar from economics and marketing. Net value is a trade-off of benefits or utility (i.e. positive consequences) and sacrifices or costs (i.e. negative consequences) (Ng and Smith, 2012; Khalifa, 2004; Walters and Lancaster, 1999) . In customer value literature, net value is considered to be a preferential judgment of the customer (Ng and Smith, 2012) .
Means-end. Another preferential judgment approach for value is means-end laddering theory (Gutman, 1982; Woodruff, 1997) . In the means-end approach, value lies in the capabilities of offering's attributes to provide the desired consequences, i.e. to act as a means to an end. Within the net value approach value rests in an outcome evaluation, while in the means-end approach, value is an instrumental factor in achieving the outcome. These two approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive and they are often considered simultaneously (Ng and Smith, 2012) .
Value creation vs. value determination. Gummerus (2011) distinguishes between value creation and value determination. The value creation view focuses on processes and mechanisms, answering where and how value is created. Value determination answers whether and how much value exists. Value determination elaborates the outcomes of value creation, thus reflecting value snapshots and utilising varying value approaches (e.g. net value). Value creation and determination are closely interdependent, but the distinction of these two helps in the search for the root causes of value outcomes. Gummerus focuses on customer value, but the separation of value creation and value determination is also applicable in IT value evaluation, and for example, promotes the introduction of predictive measures in addition to backward-looking and lagging measures.
Systemic value. Systemic value is identified as complementary to objective, economic and rational value (Marchand and Raymond, 2008) . Gharajedaghi (2011, p. 46 ) characterises systemic value as emergent, dynamic and reproduced continuously online in real time. Vargo et al. (2017) elaborate the systemic view on value in the context of service-dominant logic. Value is a multidimensional system level construct (i.e. an emergent property), that is co-created and phenomenologically experienced through complex interactions among multiple actors. The systemic view of value encompasses both value-in-exchange and value-in-use. Because value is phenomenological, multidimensional and emergent, the determination of value differs throughout an ecosystem (Vargo et al., 2017) .
IT/IS value approaches
IT business value is traditionally used as an umbrella term for the contributions of IT on company performance (Barua et al., 1995; Mukhopadhyay et al., 1995; Tallon et al., 2000; Melville et al., 2004) . Under this umbrella, value can mean direct economic performance or it can be interpreted as a bundle of benefits.
Direct economic performance is evaluated with financial measures like Return on Investment (ROI), net present value (NPV), profitability, cost reductions or an increase in sales. However, financial value interpretations face challenges accounting for IT's hidden, intangible and indirect impacts (Martinssons et al., 1999; Marthandan and Tang, 2010) , and thus, these challenges are often considered a black box problem (Bengtsson, 2004; Lee, 2001; Chan, 2000) .
The 'bundle of benefits' value approach opens the above mentioned black box by recognising beneficial IT impacts on different organisational levels (e.g. Mirani and Lederer, 1998; Ryan and Harrison, 2000; Gregor et al., 2006) . Beneficial impacts are further valued by intermediate measures like perceived usefulness, employee productivity, process cost efficiency or IT's effectiveness in supporting decision making (Simmons, 1996; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Tallon et al., 2000) .
Synergy views emphasise synergetic performance impacts as a result of alignment between IT, business goals and a variety of complementary organisational factors (e.g. Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000; Wiengarten et al., 2013; Hiekkanen, 2016) . The issue of synergy is central when aiming for a holistic and integrative valuing of IT. Synergy leads us to consider value as an emergent property of a business system: value is created and affected as a result of synergetic interactions of the system elements (e.g. people, processes and technology). The forthcoming sections provide backgrounds for systemic approach, on which we rely for handling the complexities of synergy and emergency.
Motivation and design goals for Conceptual Framework
During the last decades, IT evaluation research has devoted itself to opening the 'black box' of IT impacts within a business system, thus emphasising multiperspective and integrative evaluation approaches (e.g. Marthandan and Tang, 2010) . However, from the conceptual point of view, available definitions of value do not match the otherwise holistic and systemic perspective for IT impacts. Typically, the definition of value is implicit to the evaluation method or the IT value/IT business value is an encompassing term referring to a wide array of impacts on organisational performance. We argue that the scattered nature of the definition of value is complicating the selection of appropriate evaluation and valuing methods, and there is a need for integrative and practically relevant value conceptualisation in the context of IT evaluation.
Within design science the artifacts are designed and investigated in context, and conceptual frameworks in general set the basis for understanding the context and the overall problem domain the artifacts interact with (Wieringa, 2014) . In our case, this means that Conceptual Framework should support IT evaluation in acknowledging and merging with the evaluation context. We arrange the design goals of Conceptual Framework around three contextual aspects:
1. IT evaluation purpose and process 2. Focus of IT and focus of decisions 3. Systemic nature of the problem domain
The first contextual design aspect builds on IT evaluation general purpose and process, the purpose stated as "establishing the value or contribution made by a particular IT investment" and a process view stated as a "series of activities incorporating understanding, measurement and assessment" (Andresen, 2001) . These aspects cover identification of IT impacts, valuing those impacts (i.e. judging the goodness) and explicating the value.
The second aspect suggests Conceptual Framework to acknowledge varying purposes of IT (focus of IT) and different demands of IT decision making for the evaluation outcomes (focus of decisions). The focus of IT can be for example efficiency through automation, effectiveness through information, or new business through transformation (Andresen, 2001 , orig. Remenyi et al., 1991 . The focus of IT affects the evaluation approach, since no single method is suitable for all kinds of IT systems (Palvia et al., 2001) The focus of IT influences the scope and broadness of evaluation by indicating the relevant stakeholders, processes and goals of the business system. The goals and their hierarchies within a business system are focal when further elaborating upon different meanings of benefits and value.
In many cases, IT evaluation should produce information for decision-making, thus the focus of decisions sets requirements for the expected evaluation outcomes i.e. value information. For example, the decisions can be about new investments that require absolute monetary estimates about the lifecycle costs of IT and expected benefits with their economic worth. In another case, there is a need to improve existing IT application alignment through organisation, thus the evaluation should provide relative information for prioritising improvements within the business system. As the different decisions require different kinds of supporting information, evaluation should be able to provide different abstractions to the IT value information, for example either absolute or relative, quantitative or qualitative. Even different forms of valuing logic are required to produce the desired value information.
The third aspect recognises the systemic nature of the problem domain. As the IT value evaluation is a complex sociotechnical phenomenon, Conceptual Framework should prepare for handling the issue of complexity and the need for integrating multiperspective and multidimensional meanings of value with a systemic approach.
The pursuit for value information can be operationalised via value questions, which frame the evaluation context and guide the evaluation activities (Fig. 1) . The value questions elaborate the different viewpoints and abstractions for value. Conceptual Framework binds value questions logically together and at the same time proposes concepts and guidelines for answering the questions.
Methodology
The contribution of this paper is a conceptual framework. Within design science research, conceptual frameworks have a central role as an element in theory building, as well as a basis for designing solutions for practical problems. According to Wieringa (2014, p. 43 ), conceptual framework is used "to frame a research problem, describe phenomena, and analyze their structure". Conceptual framework can be a set of multifaceted constructs for defining and understanding the phenomenon and constructed artifacts related to the phenomenon in a specified problem context (Wieringa, 2014, p. 73) .
Design science as a research approach
Our research follows a case-based design science approach. The general purpose of design science is twofold: 1) to solve construction or improvement problems in a given context, and 2) to generalise design knowledge about the solutions in context (Hevner et al., 2004; Wieringa, 2014) . Design science contributions are artificial constructions -artifacts -including constructs, models and methods. Artifacts are instantiated (i.e. realised) in the problem environment as new innovations or an improved state of affairs (March and Smith, 1995) . From a scientific point of view, artifacts both represent and are the source for generalised knowledge contributions that for example identify essences and relationships in the research territory (i.e. conceptual knowledge), describe and explain things (i.e. descriptive knowledge) or prescribe how to achieve desired ends (prescriptive knowledge) (Iivari, 2007) . Knowledge contribution is the distinctive research element that separates design science from mere one shot problem solving activity (Hevner et al., 2004) .
The core process of design science is a build-and-evaluate loop, which covers artifact design and its utility evaluation. Knowledge contribution is also generated and evaluated through the build action (March and Smith, 1995; Hevner et al., 2004) . Together the construction-oriented problem solving and the seeking of generalisable knowledge form iterations of design and investigation (Wieringa, 2014) .
In this paper we focus especially on the conceptual knowledge contribution (Iivari, 2007) and report a generalised understanding for the phenomenon of IT value evaluation. Our knowledge contribution is called as Conceptual Framework. The problemsolving iterations in the overall design science project concentrated on building and testing a solution artifact -Systemic How and when is value created? How is value explicated and measured?
How is value information used? How different value information is intertwined? Evaluation Approach -for IT value evaluation. Conceptual Framework is the part of Systemic Evaluation Approach, 1 which in this paper is only treated as a provider of case experiences for justifying and assessing the choices made with Conceptual Framework. By scoping out the prescriptive knowledge reporting of Systemic Evaluation Approach from this paper, we can assure proper space and quality for presenting and reasoning Conceptual Framework.
Case descriptions and data analysis
All the five case companies ( Table 2) were customers of an IT service provider, hereafter called 'Host Company'. Aalto University research group has been doing research co-operation with Host Company's service development since 2012, and the first Case A started in spring 2013. Data from the last Case E was collected on spring 2015. The first implementation of Systemic Evaluation Approach with initial versions of Conceptual Framework was developed in Case A and the implementations were tested and further developed in the following cases.
All the cases had a specificexisting or future -IT system under evaluation, whose value and value creation mechanism was the topic of interest. The overall workflow in all cases followed the steps: get familiar with the evaluation topic, set up an evaluation team, clarify the evaluation goals, model value creation and define metrics for explicating the value. Work methods utilised workshops, interviews, document analysis and system modelling/simulation with system dynamics.
From a research methods point of view, the first three Cases A to C followed action research approach. In Case A, the first author had a leading role in developing and using Systemic Evaluation Approach (Töhönen et al., 2014) , while in Cases B and C the first author supported Host company participants in using and further developing the artifact. Rest of the cases D and E followed case study approach, where researcher participated in evaluation workshops and other activities as an observer and commentator. In all the cases, evaluation team members were interviewed after the case completion.
In addition to workshops and interviews, data was collected in the form of process descriptions and memos of working meetings. Written data together with transcribed workshops and meetings was combined, coded and analysed in Atlas.ti software.
Focal points for data analysis were: roles and responsibilities of evaluation stakeholders, individual, process and organisational goals and how IT was impacting those goals. Roles and responsibilities provided the first insights into multiple levels of analysis for IT value. Insights into the processes and their goals gave the backbone for linking individual goals into the organisational goals. In order to understand the organisational goals, explicit models for earnings logic per case were drafted. All the cases built a cause-and-effect value creation diagram(s) as an intermediary outcomes. These visual models combined the evaluation team's shared understanding of how different goals, IT impacts and several affecting (enabling, blocking or complementing) factors we linked together. These models were the primary source for identifying different valuing logics, abstraction levels and evaluation views for presenting the outcomes of valuing efforts.
The data analysis, combined with literature analysis for value and IT evaluation, evolved to the initial versions of Conceptual Framework. For the final version presented in this paper, two intermediary analysis tools were utilised. Appendixes A and B analyses and maps the cases with the constructs of Conceptual Framework. Snapshots from the Appendixes are used to demonstrate the utility of Conceptual Framework (Section 5). Appendix C contains criteria for building the mapping used in Appendixes A and B.
Methods for assessing Conceptual Framework
We utilise three sets of criteria for assessing 2 the relevance and utility of the presented Conceptual Framework (Table 3) Construct validity "the extent to which an application of a construct to phenomena is warranted" (Wieringa, 2014, p. 90) , is the principal assessment criteria for conceptual frameworks in general. We use retrospectively the artifact development cases for mapping the constructs of Conceptual Framework to the real life examples (Appendixes A and B). To assess the degree of construct validity, we apply the requirements formulated by Wieringa (2014) , as described in Table 3 .
The third line of assessment is common to all research. The knowledge contribution has to offer something new to the existing knowledge base and the contribution should be interesting (Hevner et al., 2004) . As pointed out in the literature section, the novelty of our contribution leans on integrative and holistic approach for valuing IT within a business system. The degree of interestingness is also assessed together with the relevancy of Conceptual Framework for the study cases as described in Appendixes A and B.
1 Systemic Evaluation Approach covers conceptual basis, methods basis and workflow basis. 2 'Evaluation' of research contributions is an elemental phase in Design Science research process (Peffers et al., 2007) . However, throughout this paper, with regard to the evaluation of research contributions, we replace the term 'evaluation' with 'assessment'. By doing this, we use 'evaluation' only in the context of IT value evaluation, and avoid possible confusion and overloading of the term.
Conceptual Framework
In our approach IT value evaluation consist of two parts: identifying the impacts of IT and judging the goodness (i.e. valuing) of those impacts. Evaluation is always done in a context that is defined by the focus of IT under evaluation and the focus of decisions defining the purpose of required value information.
Conceptual Framework (Fig. 2 ) covers three perspectives: 1) the levels of analysis for investigating the value in a business system, 2) the valuing logics for defining the valuing mechanisms and the value concept itself, and 3) the evaluation views for systemic and operationalisation aspects over the lifecycle of value. Together these three perspectives aim to clarify and interlink the heterogeneous mixture of concepts for value creation, determination and presentation.
Analysis levels
The idea of multiple levels of analysis is the key to understanding the different interpretations of value at different positions of the organisation. Different interpretations and reasons about what is considered valuable form a starting point for systemic understanding about the business system. According to Gharajedaghi (2011, p. 93) we can apply the iterative process of holistic thinking for understanding complexity. The cyclic process elaborates a system's function (what does it do), structure (what are its components), and process (how does it work) at the different levels of organisation. Each round of these questions gives insights into a subsystem's goals, as well as to the structures and processes as a means for reaching those goals. IT impacts can be valuated directly against the goals or valuated at a means level, i.e. evaluating what the degree of IT's support or fit for the means in reaching the goals is. From the overall business system point of view, goals and means form chained cause-and-effect structures. These multilevel cause-and-effect structures are the target for multiple levels of analysis, and form the basis of systemic understanding.
Our scope of evaluation is on a single company that is analysed as a socio-technical business system. We propose three initial levels as a basis for analysing IT impacts: organisational, process, and individual users. This set of levels preserves Conceptual Framework simple enough for general applicability while still granting practical granularity for finding initial touchpoints for analysis. The touchpoints should help in finding the business system's overall goals (organisational level analysis), system's structure and functions (process level analysis) and users' subjective perceptions about IT impacts (individual level analysis).
Organisational level analysis focuses on the total impacts of IT to the company or business unit performance (Barua et al., 1995; Marthandan and Tang, 2010) . This level of analysis is typically operationalised, for example, as profitability, Return on Investment (ROI) or Net Present Value (NPV)-type financial measures (e.g. Seddon et al., 1999; Martinssons et al., 1999; Petter et al., 2008) . Organisational level analysis is driven by both operational and strategic business goals, which are further propagated downwards to guide the goals of process and individual levels. The goals identified from the organisational level should also act as a proxy towards the environment (i.e. markets with customers, partners and competitors) of the business system. By excluding the markets outside the business system boundaries, we deliberately limit the scope of evaluation and assume that organisational goals are aligned with the current environment.
Process level is argued to be the location where the first-order impacts of IT investments occur and the benefits for the organisation are realised (e.g. Barua et al., 1995; Tallon et al., 2000; Melville et al., 2004) . A business process turns organisational resources and investments into business value (Davern and Kauffman, 2000) and IT improves individual business processes and/or interprocess linkages (Tallon et al., 2000) . Examples of business processes are inbound logistics, manufacturing, sales, distribution and customer service, and their success is operationalised through measures of operational efficiency, flexibility or customer service (Melville et al., 2004) . Even though the process level is the primary locus for analysing IT's organisational impacts, individual users are in many cases the first interface between the IT and the enclosing business system. Users provide data and information into information systems and exploit the information processed and distributed by IT. Individual users act as an important mediating factor between the IT impacts and organisational net benefits (e.g. Tallon et al., 2000; Delone and McLean, 2003; Gable et al., 2008) . Users' perceptions about the IT's usefulness and ease of use affect intentions to use IT (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) . Individual users can provide rich and meaningful diagnostic assessment of the contributions of IT to the business, without the problems of time lags, noise and overly broad measures (Davern and Wilkin, 2010) .
Valuing logics
This part of Conceptual Framework covers three general approaches for defining the value. The approaches differ in how they emphasise either outputs of value determination, explication of value creation mechanisms or raw perceptions in use situations. Together these valuing logics acknowledge both value affecting factors and the results of those factors within a business system. This kind of systemic view to valuing is not limited to only short-term value snapshots, but also recognises the rationales for long-term trends.
Net comparison logic focuses on explicit value determination by comparing the difference between benefits and sacrifices. Value is an output of conscious judgment. This logic combines the purpose of exchange value, broadly defined as "goodness for exchange with something" (Ng and Smith, 2012) , with the mechanisms of net value approach. The net value approach always has two value-driving elements, as it is defined as the trade-off in positive consequences (benefits) or desired outcomes and negative consequences (sacrifice) or costs (e.g. Wiseman, 1992; Walters and Lancaster, 1999; Khalifa, 2004) .
Net comparison logic is not tied to any specific level of analysis, even though many financial value statements at an organisational level are the result of net comparison logic. For example, at an organisational level of analysis, net comparison can produce an overall value for IT investment based on the estimated monetary value of benefits minus estimated costs during the investment time horizon. The resulted information is used to decide whether the investment is accepted or not. In a process level example, we can compare the IT-enhanced process productivity changes with the IT's purchase and maintenance costs. This information is further used to decide a budget for improving the process and IT alignment. At the individual level, an employee can, for example, compare the effects of IT to her task performance with the additional work required by the IT, and based on this feeling she decides to use an old workaround or invest more time in practicing the usage of IT.
Means-end logic puts focus on the mechanisms of value creation instead of the actual value outcome. In this paper, we parallel value creation with a network of cause-and-effect patterns. Network of causes-and-effects originates from the first order IT impacts at an individual level, through the processes to the organisation's performance.
We apply a means-end chain as a general building block in understanding systemic structures for value creation. Means-end chains form the hierarchies of goal structuressequences of subordinate and superordinate goals (Pieters et al., 1995) . These hierarchies can be used to link together the varying goals of different stakeholders within a business system. The linked goal structures (built from meansend chains) can be seen as value creation mechanisms, where IT impacts are traced and linked with consequences. Within value creation mechanisms, IT has instrumental valuevalue reflects IT's abilities to enable or facilitate achieving the desired goals.
Another way to clarify the differences between net comparison and means-end valuing logics is to consider their operationalising into different objectives and measurements through summative and formative evaluation approaches. According to Hamilton and Chervany (1981) , summative evaluation determines whether the system has achieved desired objectives. Instead, formative evaluation assesses the development process or means undertaken to accomplish the objectives. Summative evaluation corresponds with net comparison logic while formative evaluation resonates with means-end logic. Summative evaluation is operationalised as effectiveness-oriented objectives like improved inventory control and improved customer satisfaction. Formative evaluation emphasise efficiency-oriented objectives like resource consumption, production capability and resource investment. Experience logic focuses on individuals' perceptions about how the IT impacts are realised in use context. Value is defined as a phenomenological practice of value creation from movement of actions, practices and processes within a dynamic constructed context (Ng and Smith, 2012) . Value is something experienced, not something explicitly judged by comparing or evaluating pros and cons. The raw experience is often just a glimpse, before other valuing logics take over and develop on the memories of the experience. More time and space consumed between the experience (the actual value creating moment) and the moment of determining the value out from the experience, more possibilities there are for different interpretations, biases, measurement errors, and other 'noise' factors.
The reasons for recognising experiences worth its own valuing logic are the same as already presented with individual level of analysis. The value analysed from the individual levelboth as experienced and further determined with perceptual or independently observable measuresserves as a starting point for the other valuing logics. As such, experience value reflects individuals' intention to use IT, that is an important complementary factor for IT's capabilities to meet the desired investment goals.
Evaluation views
This part of Conceptual Framework proposes closely coupled views for elaborating systemic nature of value, value lifecycle over time and the explicitness of measuring and analysing value. Evaluation views are applied when modelling real world issues (interesting from the value creation and determination point of view) into evaluation models, and when analysing and extracting outcomes from the evaluation models.
A structural view for the business system is the basis for elaborating value, and all other evaluation views build on structural understanding. From a systemic perspective, structural view provides the understanding of value creating/affecting elements and their interconnections within a business system. These elements can represent different functions, processes, inputs and outputs of functions/processes, IT's impacts on these inputs/outputs or different complementary factors related to IT's impacts. Also metrics can be treated as system elements, especially if they control other elements or relationships. Another group of controloriented elements are different goals of system stakeholders. Examples of structural view value statements are: "This benefits us and this hinders the benefits", "This is valuable because it allows us to…" or "These issues affect our success".
A behavioural view enriches structural understanding and gets the system 'alive' by acknowledging the interactions of structural elements over time. Behavioural view provides insights into the business system state, and gives answers to the questions like "How much value?", "Is value increasing or decreasing?" or "What is the rate of change for value?". In general, time is the factor that separates the behaviour from the system structure: as soon as we consider a system in respect of time, we are considering system behaviour. Together system structure and behaviour form the basis for systemic value understanding, which in turn links different valuing logics and stakeholder perspectives to support each other and for common goals.
Behaviour of value elements and the overall system can be static or dynamic. Static value elements remain constant over time or their state changes are not related to the system history. For example, fixed software licence costs (a sacrifice) and a steady flow of processed transactions (a benefit) are examples of static value creating/affecting elements. Dynamic value changes over time and the behaviour is a function of a system's (or an element's) earlier state. Dynamic behaviour is already implicated on a structural system view by feedback relationships and accumulative type of elements (i.e. stocks or buffers). Feedbacks and buffers are sources for delays, which can cause counterintuitive effects on value. In general, overall value creation behaviour of a business system is dynamic by nature. Time and the system behaviour are mediating factors between potential and realised value, which together form the continuum of value lifecycle. Potential value is the expected value in future, while realised value is something already happened and existing. Uncertainty about the system behaviour is the risk towards value realisation. Wiseman (1992) emphasises this risk of value realisation by calling potential benefits as benefit statements. Separation of benefit statements and realised benefits (cost or sacrifice statements respectively) pinpoints the importance of identifying the moderating or complementary factors affecting the value realisation. Together potential and realised value views create a temporal continuum that can cover the whole lifecycle of IT investment, from preparations of investment decisions to ensuring and improving paybacks of running IT system.
Structural and behavioural understanding for value creation and determination is operationalised into explicit knowledge through qualitative and/or quantitative views. Operationalisation can be targeted to value composing elements (e.g. benefits, sacrifices), value creating mechanisms (e.g. cause-and-effect relationships), outcomes of those mechanisms (e.g. net value) or other complementary factors for value creation (e.g. enablers, blockers). Qualitative-quantitative views can be applied to the different abstraction levels of value and value evaluation: to the type of measurements/data and to the type of systemic analysis.
Measurements provide data about the 'real world' issues under evaluation. These issues cover the IT impacts and other value affecting factors that feed value evaluation. The issues can be intangible, soft, or subjectively perceived impacts and factors like improved reporting or better flexibility in operations. The issues can also be characterised as tangible, hard and independently observable, like release of manual work or decreased number of production defects (e.g. Anandarajan and Wen, 1999; Ward et al., 2008) . When measured, the issue is operationalised as a variable with a measurement scale. Nominal scales have no numerical or quantitative properties while ordinal, interval and ratio scales allow quantitative measurements. Quantitative measurements provide quantitative data as an output, they allow, for example, talking about amounts of variables (Cozby and Bates, 2011, p. 105-109) . Qualitative measurements with nominal scales or other investigation methods like interviews, can produce qualitative data about the issue under evaluation, covering for example IT benefit categorisations or narratives of opinions and feelings about the IT impacts.
The systemic analysis for understanding value builds on either qualitative or quantitative data/measurements, or it mixes both. The analysis provides the evaluation outcomes, i.e. the answers for the case-specific questions about IT value. For characterising the overall systemic value understanding, we take the qualitative-quantitative analysis views from the field of system dynamics. Qualitative-quantitative views describe the overall extent of systemic understanding (Wolstenholme, 1999) . Qualitative understanding gives the first insights to the system structures and interactions. This kind of information is useful in learning different views of stakeholders and creating a mutual awareness of the system, e.g. what is valuable, why it is valuable and how to affect its value. Quantitative understanding covers the mathematical representation of the system behaviour and state: numerical data and equations defining the scores and relationships of system variables and constants. As an evaluation outcome, this kind of information covers numerical facts or estimates, either absolute or relative, potential or realised. From a value operationalisation perspective, a qualitative system view identifies the 'placeholders' for the issues to be observed (i.e. metrics to be measured) while quantitative view attaches the instance data with equations and state information for the placeholders.
Demonstrating Conceptual Framework
Next, we demonstrate how the constructs of Conceptual Framework help in understanding the phenomenon of IT value evaluation in our study cases. We use Case A as a continuous example covering all the parts of Conceptual Framework, and complement the presentation with samples from other cases. Case A involved a gaming operator and a legacy Game Management System (GMS). GMS was used for managing the lifecycle of various gaming products, from planning the gaming content, opening the games for public, closing the games, and to publishing game results.
Samples for analysis levels
In the beginning of the evaluation process, analysis levels reminded to identify system stakeholders and their goals. The goals set the baselines for valuing various forms of IT impacts.
In Case A data was gathered from all three levels. The evaluation team had participants representing different stakeholders related to GMS. Stakeholders were interested in different impacts of GMS:
• Organisational level was represented by gaming product owners. Their primary focus was on gaming revenue.
• Process level was represented by gaming operators and game designers. They focused on gaming process throughput, quality and the attractiveness of gaming content. • Both organisational level and process level stakeholders represented also individual level view as GMS users. They focused on routine task efficiency, minimization of human errors, and to the time saved for planning gaming content and improving overall work environment.
Multilevel analysis promoted a shared understanding between stakeholders and provided a 'common language' for business and technology people. The Case A team noted that the existing 'enterprise architecture'-style documentation had failed in creating proper common understanding.
Process level was the only analysis level clearly present in all cases. For example, in Case C (ERP), direct organisation and individual level analysis were missing. IT and business architects were used as proxies for organisational performance through merchandising and procure-to-pay business use cases. However, by the end of evaluation phase, the importance of linking the analysis more directly with marketing and sales goals increased.
In cases C and E (cloud based development environment) explicit individual level analysis was missing. One reason for this was the extent of the studied IT systems within the business system, causing that most analysis efforts were spent in elaborating process or organisation levels.
Samples for valuing logics
Identifying different valuing logics helped in composing stakeholder's different value conceptualisations into a meaningful whole, instead of competing with each other. The cases introduced how value can be goodness in experiences, goodness of means in achieving goals or relative comparison with resources or sacrifices required to achieve the goodness.
In Case A, net comparison logic was used to calculate GMS impact on gaming turnover: impact on turnover = (gaming turnover with GMS − gaming turnover without GMS) − GMS costs. Means-end logic was used to demonstrate GMS importance as an enabling factor for gaming turnover. Several impact chains (called as value paths) from the GMS usage towards gaming turnover were identified, e.g. through work efficiency → gaming content → gaming volume, or content & process quality → gaming quality → brand image. Experience logic was used to demonstrate how the users perceived GMS automation releaving their time from repetitive routine tasks to more intelligent gaming content planning.
In overall, net comparison was used only in Case A. There were several reasons for that:
• Benefits or costs were identified separately, and they did not form 'natural' counterparts with each other for net comparison.
• Benefits or costs identified were valued as means for achieving higher level goals, in other word, means-end logic was common in all cases. • Evaluation goals were satisfied with structural information about the factors affecting net value. Evaluation goals did not yet require hard budgeting information.
Means-end logic was used in all cases. All the cases utilised structural cause-and-effect analysis for relating multilevel goals and IT impacts within the business system, and means-end valuing logic was a natural counterpart for that approach.
Experience logic was not applied in those cases where individual level analysis was not applied (ERP and Cloud development/ test environment cases).
Samples for evaluation views
First, evaluation views suggested structural and behavioural viewpoints as a systemic glue for integrating different value conceptualisations. Secondly, qualitative-quantitative operationalisations for value supported evolutionary and incremental approach for IT evaluation. This means that intangible and complex IT impacts are not rejected from value evaluation just because they are hard to quantify, but their inclusion encourages for gradual improvements of measurements and quantification of soft value elements. It is also acceptable that evaluation provides at the same time both qualitative and quantitative value information.
In Case A, structural view revealed the impact chains (called as value paths), which visually showed how GMS was interconnected with several areas of the gaming process, and how these process areas were linked to the earnings logic of the gaming business.
Selected parts from the structural view were further evaluated by modelling their behaviour over time. For example, GMS impacts on manual workloads were visualised using qualitative causal-loop and stock-and-flow diagrams. The qualitative workload models revealed the value creation dynamics of the system and pinpointed value measures. The qualitative understanding was further enriched by adding mathematical equations and estimated workload data into the models. This enabled quantitative simulations for potential value: effects of saved work time to the overall gaming content and further to the gaming volume. The realised value of GMS was also quantitatively estimated by comparing current GMS enabled gaming volumes with simulated volumes where GMS automation was replaced by manual work.
In general, the structural view was present in all cases, as it was the basis for understanding value affecting factors and their relationships. The structural view was the starting point for identifying both qualitative and quantitative measures. Measures reflected both value creation mechanisms and determination of value outcomes.
Behavioural view was used to explain the value creation mechanism of both realised and potential value. All cases were interested in dynamic behaviour, while static value elements were mostly trivial and only components in more complex structures for dynamic value. Behaviour was elaborated either on qualitative level by adding stock-and-flows to causal loop models, or on quantitative level by adding equations and data to the models.
Assessment
In this section, we assess the relevance and utility of Conceptual Framework according to the criterion summarised in Table 3 of Methodology section.
Design goals
IT evaluation general purpose. The purpose of IT evaluation is "establishing the value or contribution made by a particular IT investment" (Andresen, 2001) . Conceptual Framework advances this purpose with 1) analysis levels perspective that supports identification of different stakeholder views on valuewhat is considered valuable and why so, and with 2) valuing logics perspective that introduces alternative ways for defining the meaning of value regarding IT's contributions. In general, Conceptual Framework encourages us to open up the black box of IT investment into specific IT impacts, and to make value judgments by comparing these impacts on a business system's multilevel goals.
IT evaluation purpose, the process perspective. IT evaluation can be seen as a "series of activities incorporating understanding, measurement and assessment" (Andresen, 2001) . For the sake of understanding, Conceptual Framework structuralises multifaceted value interpretations and dimensions into three distinctive but interlinked perspectives. Together these perspectives provide a conceptual map for reducing the real-world complexity of identifying and valuing the IT impacts. Conceptual Framework is visually organised (when read from left to right) for promoting a goal-oriented approach for the actual evaluation process. The process should start from understanding the business system with different stakeholders and their goals in order to set the baseline for valuing various forms of IT impacts. The process continues by investigating the mechanisms of interlinking IT impacts with value creation and value determination, while adjusting the evaluation efforts and methods so that the needs of the IT decision-making are satisfied.
Understanding can be made explicit through measurements. Conceptual Framework sets both value creation mechanisms and the outcomes of those mechanisms as possible targets for measurements. Conceptual Framework recognises both qualitative and quantitative measurements and value analysis as a means to explicate value information for different decision-making purposes.
Focus of IT and focus of decisions. Examining how IT meets its intended purpose, and providing relevant information for decision-making are specific goals for IT evaluation. The focus of IT should be aligned according to the business system's goals. Conceptual Framework promotes the identification of a different level of goals and linking these goals with business system's overall purpose. Recognising the means-end valuing logic together with structural valuing view supports especially the evaluation of IT systems having broad and widely spread impacts intertwined with complimentary factors and networked goal hierarchies. Regarding focus of decisions, Conceptual Framework supports evaluation of both existing IT investment and future investment. Actually the time horizon of the evaluation is not restricted at all, together potential and realised evaluation views support lifecycle approach covering past, present and future. Indirectly, Conceptual Framework endorses evolution of incremental decisions. Decisions can be linked, meaning that in the first phase elements affecting value creation -on system's structural level of analysis -are identified and prioritised. Priority decisions guide further actions like collecting hard/quantitative facts for previously intangible/qualitative value affecting factors. Next round of decisions can be made with quantitative value estimations based on net comparison valuing logic.
Systemic approach. Conceptual Framework supports holistic analysis of business system by identifying multiple levels of analysis. Identification of means-end valuing logic encourages for seeking causal relationships between different levels of organisational goals. Constructs presented in Conceptual Framework are applicable with practical systems thinking methods like system dynamics. For example, qualitative/quantitative and structural/behavioural views are compatible with respective analysis views of system dynamics. Conceptual Framework supports analysis of IT impacts from structural cause-and-effect viewpoint, as well as from temporal and behavioural views. Interplay of these views is the cornerstone of systemic understanding. Another crucial concept for systemic understanding is the idea of feedbacks, which is closely related to the cause-and-effect analysis. Circular feedbacks or causal loops are not explicitly noted (only more general causal chains noted) in Conceptual Framework but they should be recognised within the actual evaluation methods utilising Conceptual Framework. For example, in system dynamics, feedbacks are elementary as the name of causal-loop diagram (CLD) suggest. CLD is one of the primary tools in system dynamics.
Construct validity
Construct validity assesses how well the defined constructs reflect the actual phenomenon they are supposed to touch. 'How well' is a matter of degree, and construct validity is a matter of degree (Wieringa, 2014) . Findings of case samples representing the constructs of Conceptual Framework are demonstrated in Section 4 and as a whole in Appendixes A and B. Mapping between the case samples and Conceptual Framework constructs was based on construct indicators presented in Appendix C. The fact that we were able to formulate meaningful indicators for the constructs and the indicators were able to classify case specific instantiations for the constructs, sets the basis for construct validity. However, there are few interesting construct validity issues worth discussion.
Separation of experience based valuing logic from the other two logics poses a threat of construct confounding and monooperation bias. It might be hard to classify whether a certain experience about an IT impact's value is purely an experience in phenomenological sense or whether the value experience already has an unconscious means-end or even net comparison judgments behind it. In this case, the same valuation phenomenon is possibly identified from three different perspectives. But from the practical point of view, it is the very purpose of different valuing logics to lead towards conscious reasoning for value and to be able to interlink the different reasonings, including both tangible and intangible value elements.
Another possible ambiguity lies in the nested nature of three levels of analysis. The valuing phenomenon can be analysed from an individual's point of view, but at the same time the phenomenon is also visible on a process level. For example, the individual employee executes a specific process part with the help of IT, and the various forms of impacts are also visible on an organisational level as the output of the process directly influences the company's cash flow or number of paying customers. On the other hand, seeing the nested nature of the phenomenon is exactly the purpose of multilevel analysis, in order to trace the IT impacts throughout the business system.
Regarding the constructs of evaluation views, we utilised qualitative-quantitative views in two meanings, namely for characterising the type of measurement/data, and type of overall systemic analysis. The description of qualitative systemic analysis is very closely related with system structural view. The system structure pinpoints the value elements and their relationships, and according to our definitions, this structural knowledge also represents qualitative analysis for value. However, qualitative analysis can also cover the system behaviour, resulting for example knowledge about direction of value changes and whether there are delays or not. Thus, qualitative system analysis is a broader concept than a system-wide structural view.
Knowledge contribution
As presented in this paper, value is one of the oldest research topics, studied under many disciplines but still it is vague at its worst and multifaceted at its best. The recent literature offers no right or wrong value conceptualisations, but different conceptualisations are valid and useful in their specific context of application. The context of IT evaluation, as observed within a business system, is such a versatile platform that no single value conceptualisation is comprehensive enough. Plenty of useful perspectives and interpretations are available in the literature, for example in the forms of IT business value (e.g. Barua et al., 1995; Melville et al., 2004) , various operative IT benefits (e.g. Simmons, 1996; Mirani and Lederer, 1998; Ryan and Harrison, 2000) or generic multifaceted/multidimensional value interpretations (e.g. Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007; Woodall, 2003) but the field is scattered and the maturity of methodological basis for evaluating a specific IT system leaves room for improvements. Conceptual Framework fills this gap by reasoning how selected value interpretations and characteristics together form a conceptual toolbox for understanding IT's contributions to a business system. Conceptual Framework endorses systemic inquiry (Gharajedaghi, 2011, p. 89 ) about the evaluation target and the context, thus avoiding too narrow and short-sighted views on value. Systems thinking and system dynamics form a recognised basis for IT evaluation (e.g. Clark and Augustine, 1992; Georgantzas and Katsamakas, 2008) but according to our knowledge, previous studies conceptualising value with a systemic approach are rare. Service science offers an exception, albeit they are not discussing value in IT evaluation scope (Maglio and Spohrer, 2008; Vargo et al., 2017) .
The compilation of Conceptual Framework is rooted in both literature and empirical cases. Existing literature is used to recognise IT evaluation challenges, widely proposed solution principles (e.g. Marthandan and Tang, 2010; Davern and Wilkin, 2010) value theories (e.g. Gutman, 1982; Ng and Smith, 2012) . The initial need and design goals of Conceptual Framework emerged during the design and testing of a specific IT evaluation solution. This strong grounding with empirical cases increases the practical relevancy of our contribution.
Discussion
To answer our research question "How to conceptualise IT value for evaluation purposes within a business system?", we have formulated Conceptual Framework, which promotes systemic evaluation for IT impacts against business system goals and interpreting the resulted understanding as a systemic value of IT. According to systemic value approach, there is no single dominating and right definition for value, but together different interpretations draw an overall picture of value from business system's perspective.
The position of Conceptual Framework is on the 'interface' of evaluation (how -means to understand value) and the concept of value (what value is -as a target of evaluation). This focus of Conceptual Framework brings the rich multidisciplinary value conceptualisations into the field of IT evaluation. Conceptual Framework prepares the actual IT evaluation to be an integrative activity combining different viewpoints, interpretations and varying abstractions of value.
As a practical contribution, Conceptual Framework is not a process description or a step-by-step method for guiding the evaluation activities, but it is rather a conceptual checklist for pinpointing the most important evaluation emphasis and relevancies for the unique situations. Conceptual Framework guides evaluation by raising questions like: value for whom, meaning of value, how value is created and how value is explicated. The concepts and mental models of Conceptual Framework provide also a basis for answering these questions -for instrumenting IT value. Systemic mental models create a cognitive basis for understanding complex and dynamic interdependencies within a socio-technical business system, thus opening the 'black box' of IT value. This kind of conceptual basis can be utilised for selecting, modifying and using the actual evaluation methods, and for roadmapping incremental development of continuous IT evaluation programs. As such, Conceptual Framework promotes for seeing the big picture around the IT and for avoiding the risks of too narrow meanings and sub-optimisation of value.
When considering how well Conceptual Framework characterises the phenomenon of IT value evaluation, there is not a single 'truth' about the possible combinations of different dimensions and meanings of value. However, the combination presented by Conceptual Framework is a plausible one as we have grounded it in the related literature and we have demonstrated its mapping to the real cases. Our work continues in testing and reporting case experiences with Systemic Evaluation Approach, an implementation of a specific evaluation solution utilising the concepts and mental models manifested in Conceptual Framework. As a further research, it would be interesting to study how other researchers and practitioners manage to utilise and develop Conceptual Framework. A possible direction is to map Conceptual Framework with a broad spectrum of existing IT evaluation solutions (e.g. Andresen, 2001) . The evaluation solutions could be reflected against Conceptual Framework by asking, for example, the following questions:
• What kind of implicit/explicit value conceptualisations exist and are they new to Conceptual Framework?
• What value views are supported or emphasised and are they new to Conceptual Framework?
• What kind of IT systems and decisions are in focus?
This kind of mapping would help practitioners in selecting the specific evaluation methods.
Conclusions
Evaluation of IT value is an effort for understanding the systemic impacts of technology, people and processes for the performance of the focal company. This understanding can have many forms of explicitness, comparability and awareness for time horizons.
In this study, we propose Conceptual Framework for converging and explaining essential constructs as a basis for IT value evaluation. Systemic approach is used as a glue for integrating different valuing logics and meanings for value. According to a systemic approach, value is an emergent result from the complex interactions of the business system elements. Valuing is always done in respect to varying IT purposes and different decision-making situations. Conceptual Framework supports this varying context by promoting multilevel value analysis, identifying multiple valuing logics and different evaluation views.
Conceptual Framework is a potential tool for IS researchers as a basis for studying and synthesising value-based IT evaluation methodologies. For practitioners Conceptual Framework offers a vocabulary for creating a shared understanding of multifaceted value and various perspectives to its evaluation. Systemic approach stresses how different views together provide a balanced and sustained understanding of value. Mapping key: X -A Conceptual Framework construct clearly present and valid within a case; o -A Conceptual Framework construct was not in focus but still recognised within a case. Note 1 -The 'Purpose of IT' column applies IT type classifications into functional types of 1) transactional, informational, strategic, transformational (Gregor et al., 2006) and for seeking 2) efficiency, effectiveness, or business transformation (Andresen, 2001) . Note 2 -Cases B, D and E shared the goal for identifying measures that could be used in continuous performance monitoring solution. -Behavioural: identifying static (constant) effects on workload and billing errors, and dynamic effects on sales efforts and customer satisfaction -Lifecycle: focusing on understanding the effects on realised value, but also estimating effects on billing cycles and delays to cash flow.
-Operationalisation: focusing on qualitative value elements and their relationships, but also simulating quantitative effects on cash flow by optimising billing cycles. C -Organisation -NOT applied directly -Process -IT & business architects as proxies for merchandising and Procure-to-Pay business use cases -Individual -NOT applied -Net comparison: NOT applied -Means-end: ERP linkage to systemic value loops e.g.: marginal profit ↔ prices & discount prices, sales volumes ↔ store size & number of stores -Experience: NOT applied -Structural: mapping the retailing system and positioning ERP with value creating loops like inbound purchases-variety of offering-attractiveness-sales volume.
-Behavioural: identifying dynamic material and information flows, and accumulations related to benefits and costs within retailing system. -Lifecycle: estimating potential value creating mechanisms.
-Operationalisation: identifying qualitative measures and units of value (e.g., sales per store space (euro/m 3 )), but no numerical quantitative data applied or produced. D -Organisation -financial administration: effects on handling travel expenses -Processmanagers and travelers: effects on workload and quality of expense claims -Individualtravelers: perceived usability -Net comparison: NOT applied -Means-end: impact chains to expense claim process efforts, accuracy, time frame and user satisfaction -Experience: ease of use & minimum effort -Structural: positioning travel expense management system within travelling and administration processes by causal loop diagrams.
-Behavioural: identifying value creation dynamics for example with usability, user efficiency and the overall work load of cost claim process.
-Lifecycle: identifying potential value for the IT and process improvements. (continued on next page) Appendix C. Indicators for capturing construct instances from the cases Table C1 Indicators for capturing construct instances from the cases.
Analysis levels Valuing logics Evaluation views
Organisation -The evaluation is contributed by business owners or other stakeholders with direct visibility to the organisation's business performance -The IT impacts -earnings logic/business model connection is traceable in the evaluation outcomes Net comparison -There is at least one element (a node) in the value creation model, which combines benefit and sacrifices/cost causal chains -AND IT impacts can be traced to either or both benefit and sacrifices/cost causal chains Structural view -Evaluation produces a model of value creation mechanism with value affecting elements and their relationships within a business system -AND IT impacts are part of the value creation mechanism Process -The analysis is contributed by process owners or experts with direct visibility to the process level performance (e.g. business, production or support processes) -The IT impactprocess performance connection is traceable in the evaluation outcomes Means-end -IT impact can be traced to some benefit through causal chains in the value creation model Behavioural -The structural description of value creation mechanism is enhanced with information that gives insights to value realisation over time, -AND whether changes occur (dynamic) or no changes (static) over time Individual -The analysis is contributed by users or employees with tasks or responsibilities, which are directly impacted by IT -The IT impactsindividual experience connection and further linkage to process and/or organisation levels is traceable Experience -IT impact can be traced to some individual experience in the value creation model
Lifecycle -Value creation model estimates future potential structures and/or their value creating behaviour, with qualitative and/or quantitative views -AND/OR value creation model estimates existing realised structures and/or their value creating behaviour, with qualitative and/or quantitative views NOTES: -Earnings logic = How the company yields a profit from its operations (Nenonen and Storbacka, 2010) -IT = IT system or application under evaluation NOTES: The value creation model is a system model with cause-and-effect causal chains and loops. Value creation model can consist of several abstraction layers. Value creation model was one of the outcomes of Systemic Evaluation Approach utilised in the cases.
Operationalisation -Evaluation pinpoints perceptions/soft indicators or placeholders with units of value for demonstrating how well the value creation mechanism is working or what is the value outcomequalitative view -AND/OR Evaluation pinpoints tangible/hard metrics indicating how well the value creation mechanism is working or what is the value outcomequantitative view
